To Whom It May Concern
My name is Matthew Lee, I am on the Board of Directors of STEMSSA, a UK based Not-for-Profit Company
dedicated with the task of educating African children to a global, universal curriculum standard.
STEMSSA’s goal is to provide free education to children who do not have access to schools, materials, and
internet. Its mission is to close the digital divide by giving access to internet based online and offline learning.
Education forms the base opportunity to improve the lives and futures so that these children become
successful and they further make contributions to others around the world. To make sure no child is left
behind and be given an opportunity in life.
For years, the difference in educational standards has varied from country to country. We aim to approach
education from a perspective no matter where you are located, your education can be just as good, if not
better, than the best schools in developed countries. We aim to give children a way out of poverty, a path to
self-sufficiency and decidedly a hope for prosperity.
STEMSSA will launch our STEM Online Learning Platform (SOLP) online, through volunteers, donations,
donated computer equipment, such as tablets, laptops, desktops, solar panels, routers, used mobile phones,
cell towers and free WIFI/DATA.
For STEMSSA to deliver this Universal Educational Standard in Sub-Saharan Africa, we will focus where
our education will have the most impact, including the Remote-Rural Communities. The children who have
been overlooked and inaccessible due to their remote locations, lack of transport and financial constraints of
Local Governments.
STEMSSA is up and BETA Testing, we aim to go live and implement this educational transformation in
January 2021. We have managed to get this far under the unwavering leadership of our STEMSSA founder
Ms Asheley Biggart and our many dedicated volunteers and supporters.
Primarily we rely on Donations and Humanitarian Aid Funding to undertake and complete this vision.
Accepting any kind of support, from a small donation, usable computer equipment, volunteering of donor’s
time or expertise is most appreciated. Even a word of support or a shout out of encouragement written on our
website/social media channels makes our day. These little donations have great impact on those who have
nothing.
Our organization is run by primarily by volunteers as we do rely on donations.
For donors that can afford to assist on a higher level, and for STEMSSA to transform more African Children’s
lives (& Parents), we require assistance from the Public for the following items:
•
•
•
•

10’ Tablets (Samsung, Apple, Huawei, HTC, Acer, Amazon, Asus, Dell, Google, HP, LG, ect.)
Internet Data Packs (donated pre-paid vouchers form Providers or the Public)
Solar Panel Charging Systems
Donations (financial, products or services)

Additionally, the assistance from corporate entities are greatly valued as their donations have greater impact
to the children we want to educate, the following items will also help us achieve our goals even faster than
originally anticipated are:

•
•
•
•

Financial Donations
Corporate Sponsorships
Donated Advertising Spots on Social Media Platforms
Donated Advertising Packages (Newspapers, Magazines, Billboards, and any other brandings)

Currently we accept donations through our office in the UK (cash not accepted), or via PayPal and
GoFundMe, STEMSSA is completely transparent and 100% of all donations are used towards implementing
STEMSSA’s goal and educational programs.
With all corporate donations we offer logo sponsorship positions website www.stemssa.org, all written
correspondence, with verbal acknowledgments on all TV interviews and advertising slots.
Another benefit for corporate companies is the claim and knowledge of satisfying the following UN-SDG’S:

STEMSSA can supply additional documentation to support our claim on how we satisfy all these UN-SDG’S
upon your request.
Attached to this letter is a PDF which outlines what STEMSSA will be working towards with many
International Governments, Education Departments, Senators, Ministers and on rare occasions Presidents.
The gratitude for all parties involved, will overtime, somehow benefit all those who decided once and for all,
it is time we stand, unite, and make a difference in this world.
After all, if it is not for people like us to stand up and take action… Then who else will do it?
I am available at your request to discuss this matter in further detail on the following numbers:
➢ STEMSSA, UK Toll Free Number:
➢ Australian Cellular Phone:

T: +44 (0) 800 088 5557
T: +61 411 460 307

I thank you in advance for any assistance you are able or willing to provide to help us achieve one standard
of education, the opportunity for those who otherwise would never of had the chance to contribute their bit
to the world, and the opportunity to jump-start an economy that would of otherwise laid dormant.
Warmest regards

Matthew Lee
Board of Directors

Kemp House, 160 City Road
London, UK, EC1V 2NX
T: +44 (0) 800 088 5557
E: matthew@stemssa.org
W: www.stemssa.org

